
Protocol: Nematode Soil Sampling Procedures, Mid-Michigan 

Agronomy Lab 
Prepared by: Cody Williams Laboratory Manager. 

 

Materials Needed: 

• Probe/Shovel 

• Bucket 

• Permanent Markers, (fine point recommended) 

• Sandwich Bags  

• Crate/Box to hold samples. 

 

Procedure: 

The following procedure is a general representation of how one should 

sample a field. It may be useful to modify the protocol in order to match 

the field being sampled. 

 

When to sample: 

Usually sampling should be done during a few times in the season.  

The typical times are: 

A. Before planting or treatments have been applied to the field to get a viable number of 

nematodes while they are active in the soil. Though if a nematicide is applied to the soil it is best 

to take samples before planting in order to see the best results of the treatment.  

B. Another time to sample is just before harvest, allowing a great comparison between 

samples. Some might want a third sampling in the middle of the season, but that is dependent on 

the fields condition. 

 C. Moist soil is the best condition to take samples because it allows for the best 

conditions to store the samples and keep nematodes alive. Do not take samples in wet or frozen 

grounds, it usually leads to inaccurate numbers.  

 

How to Sample: 

A. The next step is figuring out what kind of pattern to sample in. There are a number of 

patterns including, W shape fig 1, Zig-zagging fig 2, Star shaped fig 3, making a grid and 

collecting either on the intersections of the grid fig 4. or in the center of the grid locations fig 5, 

and last is in random locations in the field fig 6.  

See pictures below for reference. 
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 B. Whichever pattern used depends on a few factors, the number of samples, the size of 

the field and cost of samples. The locations where samples are taken should also be within a row 



or hill of the crop being grown. Nematodes tend to stay close to the root of a plant so the sample 

should be close to the root or within a few inches. 

 C. Now begin sampling the spots that have been picked in the field, take the probe or 

shovel and dig into the soil near the plant/row. Usually a few inches away from the plant/row so 

the crop plant is not harmed. When using the probe try to collect about 5 to 8 cores from the soil 

after removing the top few inches. The cores should be taken at about 15-25 inches down into the 

soil. When using the shovel take of the first few inches of soil, then dig the soil up to the same 

depth. Depending on the crop being grown: for potatoes dig into the hill and collect near the 

tubers. 

 D. If symptoms appear on the roots of the plant then take a sample of the roots and place 

it in the bag with the soil. The sandwich bag should be filled 75% of the way, though we only 

need 100g to run the samples, this allows for multiple samples to be run. 

 

LABEL ALL SAMPLES CLEARLY 

 

STORAGE!!!!!!!! 
Do not leave the sample in direct sunlight, on a car dashboard or other areas with 

extreme heat. Deliver or mail the sample immediately to the processing laboratory. If 

storage overnight is required, keep the sample in a cooler or cool area, ideally at 50 to 55℉. 


